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Catwalk Wikipedia 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catwalk_(theater) 
 
Catwalk video’s 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8obdnw6mPTk   | Maybelline 2007 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCcTRjxP-Fc  | Diesel 2007 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D0kbEzKNbA&feature=related | Emma Bell 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8x9mq1Tui1Y | Django 
http://www.vogue.co.uk/video   | Divers 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUmKuep9q18&feature=related | Tadashi Shoji 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2Jb0lxowJY&feature=related | Victoria’s Secret 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XSjKhl6w98&feature=related | Chanel 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iX7mIl6NPM&feature=related | Christian Dior 
 
Catwalk Photography Tips 
http://photography-on-the.net/forum/showthread.php?t=116753 
http://www.outdoorphoto.co.za/forum/archive/index.php/t-1528.html 
 
Catwalk Lighting 
Because event lighting fixtures need to be readily accessible for aiming, adjusting, cleaning, and relamping, 
catwalks are provided. Through analysis of the physical structure of the arena and the dimensions of the 
viewing fields for each type of event, various catwalk layouts are prepared and reviewed, with the one 
best satisfying the illumination, access, and economic parameters of the project being selected. Lighting 
catwalks extend parallel to the long direction of the playing court. 
 
It's important that catwalks be far enough away from the court edge to reduce the potential of 
objectionable direct glare to courtside spectators on the opposite side. Cross connector catwalks are 
provided to enable access as well as providing for additional mounting positions. Smaller arenas may have 
a single catwalk on either side of the court to provide a more economic lighting solution. 
 
Catwalks are provided with intermittently mounted linear or compact fluorescent type fixtures for access 
and maintenance lighting. Fixtures are break resistant and are mounted 5 to 7 ft above the catwalk, 
approximately every 30 linear ft. They should be connected to the emergency power system as a 
separate lighting control zone. 
 
Catwalk Photography photos  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/kk/sets/ (scroll down for BC Fashion week sets) 
http://www.zoomlookbook.com/SIA/ 
http://www.style.com  
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http://images.google.com/images?hl=en&client=safari&rls=en&resnum=0&q=catwalk%20lighting&um=1&i
e=UTF-8&sa=N&tab=wi 


